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A Smartphone Based Hand-Held Indoor
Positioning System

Lingxiang Zheng, Zongheng Wu, Wencheng Zhou, Shaolin Weng
and Huiru Zheng

Abstract In this paper, we present a smartphone-based hand-held indoor
positioning system. The system collects data using the accelerometer, gyroscope
and gravity virtual sensor sensors embedded in the smartphone. The accelerometer
and gravity data are used to detect zero vertical speed and calculate the vertical
displacement of each walking step, and then the Pythagorean Theorem is applied to
calculate the step length of every step. Gyroscope data is used to estimate the
direction angle. The step length and the direction angle of each step is combined to
determine the coordinates of each step. A Kalman filter is used to reduce the vertical
speed offset caused by accelerometer drift errors. The testing results show good
performance of the proposed system.

Keywords Smartphone � Indoor positioning � Kalman filter

1 Introduction

In many applications, indoor positioning is required, in particular where the Global
Positioning System (GPS) is not available, for example, tracking a firefighter in fire
scenes, looking for a car in an underground parking, tracking health-care workers
and instruments in a hospital, and so on.

Currently, most indoor positioning methods use infrastructure-based approaches
and rely on the signals of external devices. It limits their usability, especially when
there are not any external sources of signals or these signals are hard to
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setup. Moreover, the wireless signal source is vulnerable to interruptions or inter-
ferences, which makes it harder to establish an accurate and stabilized indoor
positioning system.

Infrastructure-free-based approaches eliminate the needs of external signals.
Most of these approaches are based on accelerometers and gyroscopes. Depending
on where the sensors are placed, previous studies generally could be classified into
three types: foot mounted [1–8], waist mounted [9–12] and hand-held [13–15]. In
our previous research [16, 17], we proposed a 3D indoor positioning system using
low cost MEMS sensors mounted on foot, algorithms were developed to calculate
the position using a Kalman filter. In [18], the author put a smart phone in pocket
and estimated the vertical displacement by double integral vertical velocity, then
calculate the step length through the Pythagorean Theorem, and obtained the atti-
tude information through map matching. In [15], the author presented an activity
sequence-based indoor pedestrian localization approach using smartphones held in
hand in front of body. Nonetheless, these methods still use specialized sensors,
require a floor plan, and have to go through a training phase or suffer from low
accuracy.

To overcome the above limitations, we developed an indoor positioning system
using a smartphone held on hand static to body and the system doesn’t require
training nor a floor plan. This method uses a smartphone application to collect the
data of phone’s built-in accelerometer, gyroscope and virtual gravity sensor.
A 5-dimensional Kalman filter is designed in accordance with the motion equation
to calculate the vertical velocity. The vertical displacement is the integral of vertical
velocity, step lengths are then obtained using the Pythagorean Theorem given the
length of legs. The heading of each step can be estimated by the angular velocity
measured by gyroscope.

The sensors can accurately collect data in harsh environment. However, the drift
and bias errors of the sensors cause serious problems. Such errors can accumulate
over time, so the measured vertical acceleration over time accumulated an
increasingly large error. We use a zero velocity update method (ZUPT) method to
overcome the sensors errors and improve the accuracy significantly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces details of the
design, framework and the processing method. Section 3 presents the experiments
and results. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Methods

The overall design and the execution framework of the system is shown in Fig. 1.
The system consists of five modules: data acquisition, ZUPT, step length calcula-
tion, Kalman filter, and trajectory calculation.
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2.1 Data Acquisition

We designed an android APP to acquire data from accelerometers, gyroscopes and
gravity sensor (virtual sensor filtered by acceleration) from the smart phone hold by
the pedestrian. The sampling interval is 40 ms. We found that sampling interval
faster than 40 ms doesn’t improve experimental accuracy, only to increase the
phone’s power consumption. The sampling interval slower than 40 ms will reduce
the experimental accuracy. The outputs of the accelerometers and gravity sensor are
sent to ZUPT module to detect the zero vertical velocity moments. In addition, a
Kalman filter based framework is used to fusion the outputs of the sensors and to
estimate the non-linear error of the vertical velocity and heading that increases over
time, so the acceleration information is also sent to Kalman filter together with the
outputs of the gyroscopes.

2.2 ZUPT

ZUPT (zero velocity update) has been proved to be an effective method to control
and eliminate data drift errors. ZUPT is triggered when the vertical velocity of trunk
is zero. During one step (from one heel-touching-ground event to the next
heel-touching-ground event), there are two events which vertical velocity of trunk
will be zero, the first one is a heel-touching-ground event, which happens when the

Vertical speed 
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Acceleration

Kalman 
Filter
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Gravity
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Fig. 1 System architecture
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heel just hits the ground and the trunk is in its lowest position during the entire step
[18]. The second one is the stance, which occurs when the foot is flat on the ground
and the trunk reaches its highest point. Meanwhile, while these two event happen,
the linear acceleration of trunk meets its minimum and maximum points respec-
tively. So we can extract these two zero vertical velocity moments of every step.

Gravity sensor is a virtual sensor obtained by filtering the acceleration sensor, its
result is a three-dimensional vector of gravity acceleration. Taken straight up to a
positive direction, according the vector dot product principle, the vertical linear
acceleration az is computed as (1). To extract each of the peaks and valleys will get
two zero vertical velocity moments in every steps.

az ¼ �ð~a�~gÞ �~g
~gj j ð1Þ

where ~a represents the result vector of accelerometer, ~g is the acceleration of
gravity. The detection of zero vertical velocity is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Detection of zero vertical velocity
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2.3 Kalman Filter Design

Navigation parameters used in the study are vertical velocity, vertical displacement,
and attitude information. So we built a transition model XðkÞ which consist of
vertical velocity (VzðkÞ), vertical displacement (ZðkÞ), and attitude information of
the pedestrian (RollðkÞ, PitchðkÞ, YawðkÞ) respectively:

XðkÞ ¼ ½ZðkÞ;VzðkÞ;RollðkÞ;PitchðkÞ; YawðkÞ� ð2Þ

We listed the equations of motion to solve the vertical velocity and vertical
displacement of the transition model:

Zðkþ 1Þ
Vzðkþ 1Þ

� �
¼ 1 Ts

0 1

� �
� Zðkþ 1Þ

VzðkÞ
� �

þ 0 0 T2
s
2

0 0 Ts

� �
�

ax
ay
az

2
4

3
5 ð3Þ

where Ts represents the sampling interval, az, ay, ax represents x, y, z-axis accel-
eration respectively.

While time line moves to the moment where zero vertical velocity is detected by
ZUPT, Kalman filter is triggered, updating vertical velocity to zero, and the pre-
vious non-zero vertical velocity feeds back to the Kalman filter as the offset to
eliminate the accumulated error.

2.4 Step Length Calculation

The transition model xðkÞ of the Kalman filter consists of vertical velocity, it is
sin-like curve which crosses x-axis twice in one step, and the zero points are the
moments with maximum and minimum vertical acceleration which detected by
ZUPT. The vertical velocity of trunk in one step (from one heel-touching-ground
event (t1) to the next heel-touching-ground event (t2) is shown in Fig. 3.

The whole one step can be divided into two periods according to zero points (t1,
t2, t3). The period from the start point (t1) to the middle zero point (t2) represents
the period from the first heel-touching-ground event to the stance event, that is, the
period for the foot behind to catch the other foot which is in front. While the period
from the middle zero point (t2) to the end point (t3) represents the period from the
stance event to the second heel-touching-ground event, that is, the foot behind not
only catches up the front foot (last period) but also opens up a new pace and it will
become the front foot in next step.

At the beginning of walking, that is, the beginning of the first step, both feet are
in stance state, waiting for opening up a new step. So there is no first period but the
second period immediately, making vertical velocity to contain the period above the
x-axis only. The final step only contains first period but no second one. The foot
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behind catches the front foot and stops once it has caught it up and the whole
walking stops but not to open up new pace. So the graph of final step only contains
the part below the x-axis.

So the vertical displacement of trunk in one step can be obtained through
integrating the second period of the vertical velocity graph, and then taking the
absolute value. Assuming the length of legs L is known, we can obtain the step
length (DðkÞ) through the Pythagorean Theorem by (4).

DðkÞ ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2L

Zt2

t1

VzðkÞ�ð
Zt2

t1

VzðkÞÞ2
vuuut ð4Þ

The method to obtain step length is also shown in Fig. 4.
where L represents the length of leg, D is the step length, h is the vertical dis-
placement of trunk which can be obtained by (5).

hðkÞ ¼ �
Zt2

t1

VzðkÞ ð5Þ

So the process we calculate step length is actually the process of calculating how
far the foot behind is to catch up the other foot in front. The pace opened up by the
first step is to be chased by the second step. So the first step should not be counted
in (first step has no second period). The final step is not to open up a new pace but
to chase the pace opened up by last step. So the final step should be counted in.

Fig. 3 Vertical velocity of
trunk in one step
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2.5 Trajectory Calculation

Gyroscope measured angular velocity is converted to Euler angles through the
quaternion in real time to obtain the heading angle of each sampling point. Because
we have obtained length of every step in previous job, what to do next is to
calculate coordinate of every step. The method is shown in (6).

xðkþ 1Þ
yðkþ 1Þ

� �
¼ xðkÞ

yðkÞ
� �

þDðkþ 1Þ � sin Yawðkþ 1Þð Þ
cos Yawðkþ 1Þð Þ

� �
ð6Þ

where xðkÞ and yðkÞ represent the coordinate of steps, DðkÞ represents the step
length of the kth step, YawðkÞ represents the heading angle of kth step.

3 Experiment and Results

We use the Android smartphone as a carrier to acquire the phone built-in sensors
data, to do real-time trajectory computing and to display the trajectory on screen.
HTC Droid DNA is used in experiments, which is equipped with accelerometer
BMA250, gyroscope InvenSense MPL Gyro, and virtual gravity sensor. The
pedestrian in the experiment is a 24 years old male with leg length of 0.96 m, and
he walks through a building with the smartphone held on hand static to trunk. The
data are recorded at 25 Hz clock rate. All the experiments were conducted at the 6th
floor of No.2 Research Building in Haiyun Park of Xiamen University. The
experimental data are record in text format and can be found at GitHub.1

Fig. 4 Vertical velocity of
trunk in one step

1All the experimental data can be found at: https://github.com/ECG-XMU/SmartPhoneIndoorLocation-
Dataset.
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3.1 Simulation of ZUPT and Kalman Filter

One experiment was conducted for detecting the two time of zero vertical velocity
and to eliminate the drift error. The pedestrian in the experiment walked in a normal
pace.

Using the data collected, the calculated vertical linear velocity and the moments
ZUPT triggered were shown in Fig. 5.

We use +1 and −1 as the threshold of vertical linear acceleration to detect zero
vertical velocity (the red line in the first graph of Fig. 5). As we can see in the
second graph of Fig. 5, almost all the zero vertical velocity moments were detected
(we use 1 to mark the heel-touch-ground event, and 2 to mark the stance event).

After obtaining zero vertical velocity moments, Kalman filter was applied to
eliminate the drift error of sensors and to calculate the vertical velocity. We extract
the calculated vertical velocity data of the experiment from beginning to about 22 s
of time to show the power of ZUPT in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 The calculated vertical linear velocity and the moments ZUPT triggered

Fig. 6 Contrast between
vertical velocity with ZUPT
and without ZUPT
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As shown in Fig. 6, the ZUPT limits the vertical velocity changing range around
zero. It has successfully eliminated drift error of accelerator and greatly enhanced
vertical velocity accuracy.

3.2 Simulation of Step Length

To verify the performance of the step length calculation, an experiment was carried
out. The participant walked from the left side of the building to the right side of the
building, then turned back and entered the room 605. The whole path contains four
turnings including two clockwise turnings and two anticlockwise turnings. Figure 7
shows calculated vertical velocity, the vertical displacement (integral of vertical
velocity) and the step length of the experiment.

As can be seen from data in Fig. 7, vertical displacement of each step fell
roughly between 0.025 and 0.05 m, and length of each step fell about 0.55 m, which
is consistent with the physiological parameters with a male walking at normal speed
whose leg length is 0.96 m [19].

Four phases marked in Fig. 7 represent four turnings along the path. The first
two turnings are anticlockwise turnings and the other two are clockwise turnings.
As shown in Fig. 7, the step lengths computed while making turnings were sig-
nificantly smaller than the straight ones, this is consistent with the observation from
daily walking.

After the first experiment, another set of three experiments were conducted under
same environment to compare the distance of tracks measured by the system and
the tape. The three experiments are walking in rectangle, straight and free walking.
The distance data collected are presented in Table 1.

Fig. 7 Contrast between
vertical velocity with ZUPT
and without ZUPT
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where

Error rate ¼ True distance� Distance calculatedj j
True distance

ð7Þ

According to the results, the maximum error rate is 1.35 %, and the average error
rate is 1.32 %. So the distances tracked using the system matched the real track
within a small variant.

3.3 Experiment of Participant Navigation

In this experiment, the participant held the smartphone on hand relatively stable to
his trunk, walking from one side of 6th floor of No.2 Research Build straightly to
the other side of building along the corridor. Then, the participant turned left (1),
made a big turn till he changed the direction thoroughly and then kept walking.
Before reaching the wall, he turned left (2) slightly until backed to the path he has
walking. Then he turned right (3) to walk straightly on the previous path but only in
the opposite direction. Finally, when he arrived at the door of room 605, he turned

Table 1 The distance
measured in given tracks

Rectangle Straight Free walking

Real distance (m) 78 37.2 38.7

Distance calculated (m) 76.9485 36.7204 38.1859

Error rate (%) 1.35 1.29 1.33

Fig. 8 Experiment of
pedestrian navigation
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right (4) and entered the room, walked by the wall till he reached the far end of the
room. The paths are shown in Fig. 8.

In the experiment, the distance of whole real track is 65.3 m, and the distance of
measured whole track is 64.3355 m, the error is about 1.5 %. It can be concluded
that the system achieved a reasonable accuracy and the measured track matches the
real track.

4 Conclusion

This paper presented an algorithm for indoor positioning using a hand-held
smartphone. We developed a method to detect the two times of zero vertical
velocity through acceleration and gravity, and to correct the vertical velocity
through a Kalman filter. The Pythagorean Theorem is applied to calculate the step
length by vertical velocity. The main contribution of this paper is that we obtained
high precision results with common hand-held smartphone common on market. The
experimental results showed that we successfully achieved indoor positioning
without any infrastructural information sources and this result demonstrated that the
algorithm could be used in smartphone indoor navigation. Further work will be
carried out to evaluation the system with more participants and in different indoor
environments. The implementation of a downloadable mobile application will also
be undertaken.

Acknowledgment This work was supported by the Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC,
No. 61201196).
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